
4.B - Core Component 4.B

The institution demonstrates a commitment to educational achievement and improvement through
ongoing assessment of student learning.

1. The institution has clearly stated goals for student learning and effective processes for
assessment of student learning and achievement of learning goals.

2. The institution assesses achievement of the learning outcomes that it claims for its curricular
and co-curricular programs.

3. The institution uses the information gained from assessment to improve student learning.
4. The institution’s processes and methodologies to assess student learning reflect good practice,

including the substantial participation of faculty and other instructional staff members.

Argument
Mohave Community College (MCC) has clearly stated goals for student learning. The college’s
general education philosophies are stated in the Policies and Procedures Manual.  MCC’s faculty
aligned the General Education Philosophies with the Lumina Foundation’s Degree Qualifications
Profile in 2014.  The general education curriculum at MCC is designed to provide students with
aesthetic sensibilities, communication skills, critical thinking skills and problem-solving, cultural
diversity and global awareness, techniques of inquiry, and technological competency. Individual
course learning outcomes are developed by departmental faculty and vetted through the curriculum
review process.  Intended course goals are linked to the General Education Philosophies in the course
package.

Recognizing a need for improvement in assessment, Mohave Community College was accepted into
the Higher Learning Academy for the Assessment of Student learning in 2011, and the college
graduated from the Academy in June, 2015. Academy mentors’ response to the final Impact Report
indicated they had no major concerns about the college’s ability to continue to improve its assessment
of student learning practices stating that, “Mohave Community College has built up significant
momentum and the mentors believe that they are well positioned to sustain their assessment efforts.”
As a result of participation in the HLC Academy for the Assessment of Student Learning, assessment
processes were redefined for the college. 

Through the Academy activity, the Academy team (four faculty and one administrator) implemented
the Cycle of Learning project aimed at measuring the institution’s general education core outcomes
and select course student learning outcomes.  Each semester, faculty are given a Notification of
Assessment which identifies the general education student learning outcome that will be assessed
across the institution, and the program course(s) that will be assessed that semester. Assessment of
individual courses during any particular semester is determined by the program’s assessment grid that
has been created by each department. The grid includes a four year calendar of assessment, a
crosswalk between the courses and the general education student learning outcomes, and it identifies
which courses are Writing Across the Curriculum courses.  Once the department has identified which
course will be assessed, faculty determine student learning outcomes, the common assignment that
will be given across all sections of the course, scoring guidelines such as rubrics, and scoring metrics.
At the conclusion of the semester, faculty submit a Cycle of Learning report.

The Cycle of Learning report reiterates the general education competency, the course student learning
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outcomes, and the method of measurement. Results are reported and analyzed to determine whether
the goals have been met, met with concerns, or not met, and recommendations of course changes are
made to improve student learning. Finally, departments create an action plan that describes
assessment and programmatic changes that need to be made to improve student learning.  

The Cycle of Learning reports of Fall 2015 were evaluated by the Dean of Instruction and
categorized into three groups:  emerging, stable, and mature. Most departments clearly identified
learning objectives to assess, the purpose for the assessment, and the methodology used to assess. 
Some departments did not adequately “close the loop” with the analysis of results or a plan for
continuous improvement of student learning outcomes. The emerging departments were lacking
components to “close the loop” and were required to engage in training with the Director Assessment
before the next Cycle of Learning process commenced. As an illustration, the Art department’s Spring
2015 report was classified as emerging, but after meeting with the Director of Assessment they
improved their Fall 2016 report to the mature level. The stable departments needed a little guidance in
just one area, usually in the analysis of the data or in the action plan, and were encouraged but not
required to meet with the Director of Assessment. The mature departments were proficient in all areas
of the report and could ask for assistance if any questions emerged. 

The Cycle of Learning process is followed by co-curricular departments as well as academic ones. 
Reports have been completed by Student Services -Financial Aid, Student Services – Call Center,
Student Services - Student Success Center, and the Library. Another assessment of co-curricular
student learning includes the work study position justification and the work study employee
performance rating.  Whenever a work study position is requested, the requestor must describe the
expected learning objectives for the position. Furthermore, work study employees are evaluated as
emerging, developing, or mastering each of the general education student learning outcomes.

Additionally, in December 2015, in conjunction with the new strategic plan, the college developed a
process to assess continuous strategic improvement goals in every co-curricular department. Each
department leadership team met and determined a set of measurable goals that aligned to the new
strategic plan.  In April, they were sent an email reminder that, in June, they would be sent a link to
complete their first report. As they collected and analyzed information about their departments, they
set goals for the second half of the year. In this process, goals were based on findings from data
analysis and departmental need and were aligned to the new strategic plan as appropriate. Reporting is
repeated every six months with analysis of new data and re-evaluation of goals and action items. Each
report includes a time stamp, the department name, their measurable actions/objectives, their target
measure, their actual measure, whether the actual measure was met, actions taken, future actions, and
future goals.

Mohave Community College uses the information gained from assessment to improve student
learning. Occasionally. this leads to disrupting decisions that must be made for the sake of the quality
of instruction. Qualitative evaluation of the Office of Instruction showed that the previous dean
hindered the improvement of student learning by not executing the program review, Cycle of
Learning, or Writing Across the Curriculum (as described below) process effectively. The institution
replaced that dean with an Interim Dean of Instruction who has produced robust improvements in
assessment of student learning. These include the consolidation of the Curriculum, Academic
Standards, and Assessment committees; appropriate oversight of the program review process;
assessment of the quality of Cycle of Learning reports; and personal communication between the
instructional departments and the Office of Instruction; and an in-depth examination and modification
of the Writing Across the Curriculum program by faculty.

Writing Across the Curriculum at Mohave is a second, faculty-created project that arose from Mohave
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Community College’s participation in the HLC Assessment Academy.  MCC’s Board of Governors
approved a writing across the curriculum policy more than ten years ago, but the implementation and
evaluation of student writing was left to the individual instructors. There was no formal reporting
mechanism in place.  The Writing Across the Curriculum project details a process of using a standard
course assignment to assess the level of student learning in all sections of the same course and then
scoring and analyzing the data to make curricular decisions. After analyzing the assessment data from
academic year 2013-14 showing that the majority of students were writing at a college level but were
not mastering college-level writing, faculty implemented a variety of strategies to improve student
writing. These strategies included expanding targeted tutoring, such as bringing tutoring support to
the practical nursing students in the Detroit Avenue Center. The librarians piloted the embedded
librarian program in online courses to increase students’ opportunities for library support and to
improve research strategies.

The project activities continued in academic year 2014-15. During the spring term of 2015, each
department scored the artifacts and submitted the data to the director of assessment. Fall 2015, each
department analyzed the data and made recommendations based on their standards for met, met with
concerns, and not met. Themes identified in their reports include revising the process to ensure clarity
of both the assignment and the scoring instrument. Another thematic recommendation that appeared
was to increase student support by referring students to the student success center.

In academic year 2015-16, the faculty reviewed the Writing Across the Curriculum project in its
entirety and decided to identify a Writing Across the Curriculum course within each department.
Several departments noted that the strict definition of the Writing Across the Curriculum assignment
and rubric were not appropriate to use across all departments. Going forward, the criteria for the
writing and the rubric will be unique to each of the Writing Across the Curriculum courses.

An extreme example of using the information gained from assessment to improve student learning is
the practical nursing department. Their 2014 NCLEX pass rate was low.  Upon examination, they
discovered that their course packages did not align with the NCLEX-PN exam so they updated
curriculum and instructional practices in all of their course packages to improve student learning.  The
pass rate on the 2015 NCLEX-PN was 100%.

An institutional example of using information gained from assessment to improve student learning is
the Student Success Center. In June, 2015 the college hired a Director of Student Success and
Retention for the purpose of expanding services provided to students through these centers. Services
expanded from tutoring services to include on-site advising services, on-site supplemental instruction,
intervention services, and predictive outreach. Lagging and leading indicators were identified and data
collection began. By August, 2015 a formal business plan for the Student Success Center model was
presented to President’s Council and implemented in the fall of 2015.

Based upon the historical data review, services provided in the Student Success Centers on each
southern campus were enhanced and new services provided. Tutoring services, supplemental
instruction offered by faculty, and advising services were the three main areas of focus for the
2015/16 academic year.  Strategies such as student success plans for students on academic probation
and analysis of 200-level DFW rates were implemented in the fall 2015 semester.  The cycle of
learning report for BUE 250 created by Student Services indicated that BUE250 Entrepreneurial
Management had a 22% DFW rate in fall 2015.  Additional research and analysis resulted in
recommendations to the business department to revise the course to include additional prerequisites
that support intended course goals; to revise the course description; to remove the course from the
certificate; to strengthen a degree requirement of the Business English course so it would provide
better academic support; and to map the goals for the course to the AAS degree program goals to
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assist in choosing appropriate prerequisites. 

Looking to the future, after analyzing its 2015-2016 data, the Student Success Center has joined the
NROC Project; a community-guided, non-profit organization focused on college and career readiness
supported by the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
The subscription includes remedial math resources called EdReady that will be used with students in
transitional math courses.  EdReady greatly facilitates individual success planning for these students.
Baseline testing determines each student's starting point identifying weak or missing competencies. 
Individual study plans will define pathways to MAT 142 or MAT 151. If students are unsuccessful in
their Transitional Math courses they can either repeat the course, or they have the option of working
entirely through the EdReady math modules until they are ready for college level mathematics.
EdReady also provides real-time assessment of student learning.  

The assessment processes and methodologies to assess student learning reflect good practice. As
MCC participated in the HLC Academy for the Assessment of Student Learning, resources for best
practices in assessment of student learning were reviewed and integrated into the process for
assessment. The works cited page of The Assessment Guide for Faculty 2012/13 reflects many of the
resources used to reinvent the process for assessment of student learning at MCC. Resources such as
the George Mason University Academic Program Review Guide 2009-2010; A structural model for
student outcomes and Assessment programs in community colleges by Altieri in the Community
College Review were used to build processes that matured into the Cycle of Learning process
currently in use.

Moreover, assessment of student learning at Mohave Community College is a dynamic process of
which all resident faculty, program directors, and associate deans of instruction participate.
Assessment activities such as faculty workinars where the Academy project writing samples were
scored and the definitions for the metrics (Met, Met with Concerns, Not Met) were created by the
faculty are also attended by most of the instructional staff.

The committee membership of the Curriculum, Assessment and Academic Standards (CASA)
committee is further evidence of faculty involvement in assessment.  Membership includes lead
faculty from each of the four campuses, all program directors, an associate faculty representative, and
two faculty members who co-chair the committee with the dean of instruction. 

 

 

 

 

Sources

2012 Cycle of Learning Report
ART_HUM_Cycle_of_Learning_Report__Fall_2016
ArtHumanities_Cycle_of_Learning_Report_Sp_2016-2_2_003
Continuous Strategic Improvement Goals
Curriculum review process
Cycle of Learning Plan for 2014.2016
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Cycle_of_Learning_Report_Financial Aid Practical Nursing 5 5 16
Cycle_of_Learning_Report_SS BUE250 5 3 16
Cycle_of_Learning_Report_SS Call Center 2015 5 5 2016
Cycle_of_Learning_Report_SS Student Success Centers Final 5 3 16
Cycle_of_Learning_Report_Template_2016 (1) (1)
Data_Set_101_ENG_123_1
EdReady™ _ Powered by NROC
Education_Program_Assessment_Grid
General_Education_Philosophy_and_SLOs_2014.2016
HLC Academy Project
Library_Cycle_of_Learning_Report_2016
Notification_of_Assessment_Template_2016 (1)
P&P General Education Philosophy
PNC 101 Nursing Fundamentals for Practical Nursing course package
work_study_employee_performance_rating-supervisor
work_study_position_justification
Writing Across the Curriculum (003)
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